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Genomic Perl: From Bioinformatics Basics to Working CodeCambridge University Press, 2002

	"I found this to be an excellent book, and would not hesitate to recommend it to advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students." Saturnino Luz, Computing Reviews

	

	In this introduction to computational molecular biology, Rex Dwyer explains many basic computational problems and gives concise, working programs to...
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Windows Mobile Game Development: Building games for the Windows Phone and other mobile devicesApress, 2010

	Gaming on the move has become very popular over recent years. With the arrival of the Nintendo Gameboy, people realized that they could take their games with them, and as technology has become more sophisticated these games have grown too, encompassing complex game mechanics, advanced 2D and 3D graphics, and engrossing stories and game worlds...
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PHP Hacks : Tips & Tools For Creating Dynamic WebsitesO'Reilly, 2005
Programmers love its flexibility and speed; designers love its accessibility and convenience.  When it comes to creating web sites, the PHP scripting language is truly a red-hot property.  In fact, PHP is currently used on more than 19 million web sites, surpassing Microsoft's ASP .NET technology in popularity.  Not surprisingly,...
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The 2005 United States Economic and Product Market Databook: BooksIcon Group International, 2005
In performing various economic analyses for its clients, I have occasionally been asked to investigate the market
potential for various products and services in United States. The purpose of the studies is to understand the density of
demand within United States and the extent to which United States might be used as a point of...
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Advertising to Children on TV: Context, Impact, and RegulationLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
This book examines research concerned with advertising to children on television. Its purpose is to establish the status of our knowledge about how children respond to advertising on television, how much the research evidence can be taken at face value, and the degree to which research can usefully inform regulation of advertising aimed at young...
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Learning R for Geospatial AnalysisPackt Publishing, 2014

	Leverage the power of R to elegantly manage crucial geospatial analysis tasks


	About This Book

	
		Write powerful R scripts to manipulate your spatial data
	
		Gain insight from spatial patterns utilizing R's advanced computation and visualization capabilities
	
		Work within a...
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Understanding Digital Television: An Introduction to DVB Systems with Satellite, Cable, Broadband and Terrestrial TV DistributionFocal Press, 2006
By the end of the 1960s, when I started to get interested in how the TV set at home really worked, color television and the second national TV channel was introduced in Sweden. The old medium-wave radio, with glowing electron tubes underneath its cover, made it possible to listen to voices from distant countries, but the TV programming choices were...
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Low Earth Orbital Satellites for Personal Communication Networks (Artech House Mobile Communications Library)Artech House Publishers, 1997
This is the first comprehensive analysis of one of the hottest  topics in communication systems today -- the application of low earth  orbital (LEO) satellites in personal communication networks (PCNs). LEO  satellites are the most promising tools for establishing global PCNs  and yet their use can be problematic.
The book describes the...
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No Wonder You Wonder!: Great Inventions and Scientific MysteriesSpringer, 2015

	This book explores and explains scientific mysteries and principles, leavened with tongue-in-cheek humor and an abundance of illustrations. Chapters are short, but give an understanding of technology and science not available elsewhere. Questions include:


	• What holds a satellite up while it goes around the Earth?

...
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Solar Resources Mapping: Fundamentals and Applications (Green Energy and Technology)Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents methods for optimising the spatial and network configuration of solar radiation measuring stations. Various physical and mathematical models are demonstrated, which together with high quality measurements, provide the essential tools to generate and validate solar resource estimates to improve the mapping of solar...
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Advances in Databases and Information Systems: Associated Workshops and Doctoral Consortium of the 13th East European ConferenceSpringer, 2010

	Developing, testing and operating complex machinery and
	repairing it under time pressure if it breaks down are some of the new
	skills, professionals in many occupations have to learn as quickly as possible.
	Actions on machinery and plants are trained in individual lessons
	on an immersive virtual model. This paper introduces the...
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New Trends in Databases and Information Systems: 17th East European Conference on Advances in Databases and Information SystemsSpringer, 2013

	This book reports on state-of-art research and applications in the field of databases and information systems. It includes both fourteen selected short contributions, presented at the East-European Conference on Advances in Databases and Information Systems (ADBIS 2013, September 1-4, Genova, Italy), and twenty-six papers from ADBIS 2013...
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